
Gabriela is an absolute treasure. She is undoubtedly an 
asset to any team, be it on the student leadership team as a 

prefect, in the choir or on the basketball court. She works 
exceptionally well in a team or as a team leader and can be 
relied upon to organize, officiate and/or deliver sessions of 

an exceptionally high quality. Her lovely nature and 
enthusiastic approach to all tasks is well received by the 

staff and is almost infectious around her peers. Gabriela has 
a 'can-do' approach and everything she partakes in, she 
does with the highest level of commitment and desire to 

achieve.  
Mrs C Devincenzi-Clemens 

Gabriela is a dedicated and organised student who goes 
above and beyond in her studies. She is always keen to 
learn and develop her understanding. The same can be 
said for her service to our school outside of the classroom. 
She is the first to volunteer and help other pupils in 
school, and also in our wider school community. Her drive 
and enthusiasm can be seen across the wide range of 
disciplines she is involved in, from sport to service to 
languages! She is kind, sacrificial and caring; this sums up 
a lot of the Prior Way. Did I mention competitive too?!  
Congratulations Gabriela, you deserve it! 
Mr Younge 

Gabriela is irrepressibly cheerful and determined 
to make the most of the opportunities around her. 
It is clear the positive impact that her approach to 

life has on those around her; her immediate 
friendship group, fellow students in her lessons 

and House and tutor groups, but also on the staff 
she encounters. She accepts positions of 

responsibility with just the right commitment 
without ever becoming over-zealous and works 

well both in and away from the limelight to 
enhance our community with her loyalty, honesty 

and good humour.  

Mr Watts 

Gabriela is a determined and 
conscientious student. She 

always displays an excellent 
work ethic towards achieving 
her goals.  She is empathetic 
towards others and can be 

relied upon to provide 
support. 

Gabriela is a mature, well-
rounded girl who serves as 

an example to many 
teenagers. 

Mrs Debenham 
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